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Abstract
Convolutional neural network (CNN), a class of artificial neural network (ANN) is
attracting interests of researchers in all research domain. CNN was invented for
computer vision. They have also shown to be useful for semantic parsing, sentence
modeling and other natural language processing related tasks. Here in this paper
we discuss the basics of CNN models and their scope to provide a reference/baseline
to the researchers interested in using CNN models in their research.
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1. Introduction
Introduced by Lecun in 1989 [1], Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is inspired by visual cortex. A CNN has input layers, multiple hidden layers and
one output layer. Training starts by sending data to input layer. Then, the data
are passed through a series of hidden layers. Hidden layer includes multiple filters, pooling layers. Appending these layers in between hidden layers produces
better features [2]. Overview of CNN is provided in Figure 1. CNN was invented
for computer vision [3]. They have also shown to be useful for semantic parsing,
sentence modeling and other natural language processing (NLP) related tasks.
Using a simple CNN model of one layer with pretrained word vectors has
shown good performance boost improving state-of-art on 4 out of 7 benchmark
datasets [4]. Movie Review (MR), Stanford Sentiment Treebank (SST-1), SST-2
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(same as SST-1 but with neutral reviews removed and binary labels), Subjectivity dataset (Subj), TREC question dataset (TREC), Customer reviews (CR) and
Opinion polarity detection subtask of Multi-dimensional Personality Questionnaire (MPQA) dataset are the 7 datasets [5] experimented with. The four dataset
that shows performance boost are MR, SST-2, CR and MPQA. He experimented
with four different types of CNN model. These are the 4 CNN model [6] developed and experimented on. CNN-rand, CNN-static, CNN-non-static, CNNmultichannel where, CNN-rand is a model where the words are initialized randomly. The weights are updated during the training. In CNN-static, the weights
from word2vec are used. Unknown words are updated during the training time.
In CNN-non-static, all the weights of all the words are updated during the training. And in CNN- multichannel, two same word vectors are used, one is fine
tuned and other is kept static. Use of dropout has proved to be a good regularizer improving performance by 2%−4%. They suggest that the pretrained vectors are good universal feature extractors and can be utilized across multiple
dataset. He also made further observation on optimizers showing that Adadelta
[7] produced similar results compared to Adagrad [8] with fewer epochs.
CNN also has been employed to extract relationships between two entities in a
sentence [9]. Treating a sentence as sequential data and integrating word position information into CNN model has outperformed the state-of-art method in
classifying the relation in a sentence. Their system includes three main components, Word Representation, Feature Extraction and Output. The words are
converted to word vectors using word embedding technique. Lexical level features, Sentence level features (Word features, Position features) are combined
together to form final feature vectors. These vectors are then fed to softmax classifier.
CNN also has been used for sentence modeling. The purpose of sentence modeling is to represent, classify, the semantic content of a sentence [10]. The network
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achieved high performance on question classification without using any hand
engineered features. CNN extracted lexical and sentence level features. This
shows that, without implementing parse tree, a network can be made applicable
that can capture short and long-range relations in a sentence for any language.
By directly learning embedding or by applying CNN to high dimensional one
hot vectors without using any external tools, sentiment classification and topic
classification achieved state-of-art performances [11]. The network was trained
without using bag-of-n-gram techniques or word vector techniques. There is
also a paper describing the usage of CNN with different word embedding
model such as sentence embedding model, mean word embedding model, or
word embedding with bag of words [12]. By using CNN at sentence level they
outperformed the natural language processing task by about 15%.
We can average word vector together from different datasets to generate or
form a good representation of a sentence [13]. Also for text understanding CNN
has been used [14]. They have demonstrated that, we can apply any level of inputs ranging from character level to abstract text concepts to CNN. This
achieved a good performance without having any knowledge on words, phrases
or sentences. Automatic detection of keywords, topic allocation are difficult language processing task. On a research by [15], they developed a model with long
short term memory (LSTM) cells that can filter the unimportant words and detect
salient keywords in the sentence. They have also outperformed the general sentence embedding method. Since LSTM can hold core knowledge for longer period of time, we can leverage it on sentence level.
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Figure 1: General Architecture of CNN (source: Google)
The components in Feature-extraction layers in Figure 1 are as:

• Convolution ( see section 2.4.4 )
• ReLU ( see section 2.4.2 )
• Pool ( see section 2.4.5 )

•

Applications of CNN
The main advantage of using CNN is that, CNN can itself learn features from
the input removing the task of manual feature engineering. It is also more efficient in terms of memory and complexity than traditional fully connected neural
network. Some of the applications of CNN are:
• Image Recognition
• Image Classification
• Speech Recognition
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• Text Classification
The use of CNN models have grown even higher recently, including in cloud based applications.
As the technology is inclining towards cloud computing[16, 17], we assume that CNN will become more popular and its usage will grow more and more.
2. Neural network parameters

2.1.

Shape

This is the size of the input data set. This shape can be of any dimension. For an
image, shape (x,y) is representation of height and width of the image. For word
embedding, shape (x,y) is representation is word and its vector size.

2.2.

Activation function

Activation functions are used to increase the non-linearity of the network. This
layer doesn’t affect other layers. The main focus of activation layer is to determine whether the provided input should be activated or not [18].
2.3.

Sigmoid

This activation is non linear in nature. The curve of this fuction is s-curve. The
output of the fuction is always going to be in range of 0 and 1. When gradients
are small, this activation functions cannot make significant changes. The sigmoid function is represented as below in Figure 2:
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Figure 2: Characteristics of Sigmoid Activation Function (source: Google)
2.4.

Rectified linear unit

This activation function is non linear in nature. This activation function has output 0 if the input is less than 0 and has output equal to input if the input
is greater than 0. For large neural networks, Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) can
operate much faster than any other activation function. The ReLU function is
represented as below in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Characteristics of Rectified Linear Unit Activation Function
(source:Google)
2.5.

Hyperbolic tangent

tanH is a non-linear activation function. The range of tanh function is from -1 to
1. The shape of tanh is s - shaped. The main advantage of this activation function
is that negative inputs will be mapped strongly negative. The Tanh function is
represented as below in Figure

4.
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Figure 4: Characteristics of Hyperbolic Tangent Activation Function (source: Google)

2.6.

Stride and padding

Stride is a metric for regulating the movement of convolutional filters for dot product operation in convolutional layer. It is the step for the convolution operation
in convolutional layer. During feature mapping of convolution layer, operations
on filters is performed by skipping steps either horizontally or vertically. This process is referred as stride. Padding is process of adding additional layer on the convolution layer. Data loss occurs when padding is not used [19]. For example, see
Appendix A.1 for the operation of stride in convolutional layer.
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Figure 5: Stride operation when stride is 1 (source: Google)

Figure 6: Stride operation when stride is 2 (source: Google)
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2.7.

Convolutional layer and filter

Convolutional layer is the output of dot product between weights and inputs of
previous layer. Neurons that covers the entire input and look for one feature are
called filters. Many filters can be used on this convolutional layer [20]. The filter
weights are shared across the receptive fields. These filter can help in determining
features for the inputs [21]. These filters are 2 dimensional. Convolutional layers
are spatially invariant. This means that they look for the same features across
the entire input vectors. Input of this layer can be of multiple channels. For an
example: an image has 3 channels RGB (Red, Green, Blue). These channels are fed
to the layer for feature mapping operation.

2.8.

Pooling layer

Pooling layer is the process of down sampling the convolutional layer. It depends
upon the type of pooling layer for the selection of elements from convolutional
layer during down sampling. For example: Max Pooling chooses the maximum
number from a group of elements [22]. For example: see Appendix A.2 for the
operation on max pooling.
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Figure 7: Max pooling sample with 2 x 2 filter (source: Google)
2.9.

Dropout

Dropout is the process of ignoring the activation during the process of training.
Specified percent of network’s activation are ignored. However, it is not implemented during test phase. Usage of dropouts prevents overfitting by reducing the
correlation between neurons [23].

2.10.

Softmax

Softmax is used in classification problem. This function squashes the output of all
unit between 0 and 1. The output of this function is equal to categorical probability
distribution. i.e. this function can describe the probability for the class from output.

2.11.

Batch normalization

Batch normalization is the process of initializing weights of the neural network.
This reduces the initialization of bad weights for the networks. They are used just
before activation layer [24].

2.12.

Gradient descent

Gradient descent is the process of finding the minimum of a function. It uses learning rate to take steps from a initialized point. Depending upon the gradient at
that new step, it is determined whether to take proportional forward steps or
go backward [25].
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2.13.

Batch gradient descent

The main purpose of using batch gradient descent is to reduce the amount of data
when computing the gradients for each learning step. It is the process when we
sum up all on each iteration when performing the updates to the parameters. It is
guaranteed to converge when batch gradient descent is used. Fix learning rate can
be used when using this gradient descent without worrying about the learning
rate decay. The batch size is the number of samples that is fed through the
network.
When batch size is higher, more memory space is needed. For an example:
Assumptions:
Total datasets size=1000 Batch
size=100
then,
Total number of iteration taken =1000 / 100 =10 to complete 1 epoch where,
number of iteration is the number of passes and one pass is combination of one
forward pass and one backward pass.
epoch is one forward pass and one backward pass of all data in datasets.

2.14.

Training parameters

Neurons in convolutional layers has a local receptive field. This means that those
neurons are not fully connected to the entire input but just some section of the
input. Feature map is produced when we take input data together from abstraction provided by neurons. No any parameters has to be calculated in pooling layer
and Dropout layer.
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The below example describes about the parameter calculation for neural network.
Initials:
-a convolutional layer of shape x, y, z(1, 28, 28)
- where fi as input feature map (of value 1, from x=1)
- fo as output feature map (of value 32)
-

filter size as m × n (of value 5, 5) then,
total number of weights=n × m × fi × fo (without bias) total number
of weights= (n × m × fi + 1) × fo (with bias)
using above equation;we get :
total number of weights= (5 × 5 × 1 + 1) × 32 = 832

2.15.

Forget gate

This gate decides what information should be thrown away or kept. Information
from the previous hidden state and information from the current input is passed
through the sigmoid function. Values come out between 0 and 1. The closer to 0
means to forget and the closer to 1 means to keep.

2.16.

Input gate

To update the cell state input gate is needed.Previous hidden states and current
input are passed into
-a sigmoid function (SGF)
-a tanh function (THF)
Then multiply SGF and THF
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The sigmoid output will decide which information is important to keep from the
tanH output.

2.17.

Output gate

The output gate decides what the next hidden state should be. Hidden state contains information on previous inputs. The hidden input is also used for predictions.
First the previous hidden state and the current input are passed into a sigmoid
function. Then the newly modified cell state is passed to the tanH function. Then,
the tanH

outout is multiplied with the sigmoid output to decide what infor-

mation the hidden state should carry. The output is the hidden state. The new cell
state and the new hidden state is then carried over to the next time step.

2.18.

Cell state

Cell state from previous cell is (point wise) multiplied by forget vector. This has a
probability of dropping values in the cell state if it gets multiplied by values near0.
Then, point wise addition is done on the output from the input gate and current
cell states that updates the cell state to new values that the neural network finds
relevant. This gives us new cell state.

3. Conclusion
CNN is one of the most popular deep learning models. CNN comes handy for the
complicated tasks like natural language processing, recommendation system, object
detection, classification. Its dense network performs the task efficiently. We provided
a comprehensive overview of this model structure in this paper which could be used
as a touchstone by the researchers interested in using this model.
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